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A b s t r a o t

A detailed description ot 2+1 Quantum ElectroDynamics with

Wess-Zuraino term ie given.This theory has a maseive photon whic

is possessed of a single etegl* degree of freedom,and at the зв

me time an instant Coulomb-like interaction of exteraal sources

exists. Secondly we consider d=11 SinateinSa SuperGravlty.F.eno

rminvariance of the Wess-Zumino term € F F A together with the

assumption of the local Supersyimnetry to be unbroken implies

that the Planck mass is nonrenormelized.

Мтлнтут TIMIK'TII'II chiiji и чкси^.пм^нтп.и.ной фишки I !)H I



2.+Л TPhotody*
>
*4rt eg with WZT

In tills and two subsequent sections.we shall deal only «1th

the action

(4.1) ia gauge invariant, thus in order to find the field Л.,

propagator we fix the gang* by adding a term —L /^ IA. )
 г

to the Lagrangian /8,9/.
f P

Г 1 J ; Г-н8 р*£рг-нг)

Here H ~ e V/£x a a d b a a di3aBaei(>B ° г наев in 34.

Expression (4.2) iaplies aontrivlal spaetral etroctare of

the theory (4.1) . I t seens interesting to understand this

structure and the -very entity of the aodel. We begin with the

0+1 analogy of (4.1). Of course, there i s not one-diaenaional

lang-Milla theory even without W2Sf« So, i t i s necessary to look:

for the quantum-sechsnical analogy of (4.1) in a soaewhat other

way. Let us take Лo = 0, and 1^ 2 to depend only on tie»

and not on space coordinates Xy , Х г • Chen, instead of (4*1)

we get

It i s the action of a 2-diaeneional particle (not a field )

with coordinates A,, and L^ in the sagnetic field H which i s

orthonoroal to Â  and A2. Canonical quantization JT "* ~C ^/{jl-



and toe Hamlltoalan eqeuOs to

* £

If we take the Lagrsngian

. 2 . 2
(4.5) J

than corresponding Haailtonlan i s

bat equations of action Icsr (4*5) and (*. 5) are ldanticalt

(th* propaeatora (4.8) are also identical, see belov). I t i s

rviteat, that Baalltoolane (4.4) end (4.6) ehoold be connected

by unitary tran*fox»atlon Ув- V* ^i' U 1л tact 17 =

« «ф£ j~ <SX J^ ) . »e a&all use the tent "qaasi-gaag*" for

•neb taransforaatlonst because they are connected with the

poaalDillty '<» enooae tte Toctor-poteutlal or t t eoxrea>

pondias to given magnetic f ield H , И - £ij Э4 С#-̂ /

in different waya. In eq. (4.4) j £ - - £ ^If.y ^ / « d la (4.6)

$*л г - НЛг t dr~% - О « £be epectrm la independent

of thia ehelee» до—таг the «me functions are different* Taking

tba vector-potential In various forms we can consider the

structure of theory from different sides. ' Tne term "quasi»

«aus*" means that the freedom In specifying the vector-poten-

t ia l Oh i i s not connected with any gauge transformations of
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the theory (4.1), which change fields <Л м (here 1^ 2

 a r e

coordinates in the gauge A 0 = 0). The quasi-gauge transforma-

tions are linear operators acting on the Hilbert space of phy-

sical states, while gauge transformations lead to the change

of the Hilbert space itsel f . In particular, the quantum fields

correlation» (see for example (4.8) ) are changed under the

gauge transformations, but remain unchanged when qoaai-gauge

transformations are done.

The physical states of systea (4.3) are well known - these

are Landau levels (see /14/). Propagator i s defined in the

usual way as the Green function of equations of notion (4.7)

and has the form of

It i s analogous to (4.2). There are two poles in eq. (4.8):

the maaaive pole CJ - H and the "goldstcae" one C*J « o.

The last pole occurs in the off-diagonal correlator only. What

i s the physical origin of these pole» ?

Let us reeind the quaeiclassical theory of Landau levela.

Particle with aass J* sores around the circle of radio* r

with the speed V end moaestrm P . Difftrent circles or»

distinguished l>y the positions of their centre» . *

asd by the integral-valued

orbital oowntua L * pr ' of particles, Squation of action

under the X>orent« force actioa iat

In exact (not quasiclassical) solotioe L i* substituted ay
L • 1/2, and i t i s necessary to take isto «ccoont the T
vacuum fluctuations in energy (aee be lev). Bat a l l tte
qualitiTe conclnaion» remain -valid (aee /14/)*



The particles energy fc - <^- = 2"/T ( r + dr J t we used2"/T ( d J
here the relation between the momentum p* and velocity IS г

j , V - P +• J?- . J ^ l s the vector-potential of magnetic

field H . I t ie convenient to choose J^r a 0,

= p •+ ^ .When p > O , ^ ^ .

^ i I IT** ^ i W ^ i andenergy f ^

If p ^ О, <£гг 2 .̂г , piz±HL± , but 2Г г =

Let ue note that V i s positive in al l cases, because a

particle can stove in the magnetic field only in one direction»

determine by the sign of charge.

We put Л< = 1 and i t i s obvious that only states with Ц=0

and 1>^=Л give contribution to the propagator (4.8). In the

aultidinensienal case this i s connected with the fact that

only one-particle states are taken into account in the propa-

gator» There ie pole contribution \p - Ю in the propagator

of eassive particle but there are not poles b 1 - ^ , , ) etc.

We aee that all the states are parametrized by two positive

numbers ЬЛ p > О ) a d L (̂ Р< О ) and this i s natural for

a system with two degrees of free don. However, the energy

depends on L̂  only, the states with different L2 are distin-

guished by their position in space, i .e . the coordinates of

the center of Landau orbit. Of course, this i s a one-parameter

degeneracy, because the two coordinates of the orbit center

•re determined by nonconmuting operators

and cannot be defined sizmlatneously.
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Now let as present the rlgoroae quantum description. She

choice of basis states is anbigious for degenerate syste*.

We find it convenient to use the axial-symmetric basis, where

orbital momenta operator I> andenergy operator (Hamiltonian)

E = (^*£^ H «re diagonal.

We axe going to deal with the exciting energy В я НН only

and omit the tera ~ f-/ describing the energy of zero

vseuua fluctuations. Correct parameter for wave functions in

the axial basis is h ~ /"/ ~

where radial fmeticfc* V ^ i * (Ь") ex« detereiued by the

baggerr polyaoBst

n Ls are normalliBatioo constants depending оя Н ;

*he energy

She calculations can be sluplified i f one makes use of the

generating function for laggerr

Any aatrix element of 1^, A2 reduces to the product of the

angular and radial one«»
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Let us choose some ground abate, for example,

f - V

+£чр -ь f

A ,̂ Ag are proportional to -g 1 G and they have

matrix elements for transitions with A L = +1. The radial

parts of matrix elements «C", L = i 1{JJ 2 j o ^ >̂ are determined

by the integral JzL* [ ? ^ % ̂ * (t2')-e~t~l t J i which does not

vanish only for n=0. (This can be easily -verified with use

of eq, (4.12)). Thus, only states with n=0, L= +Л give contri-

bution to the propagator <̂  ^t", **" i s ' ^ n e °̂  *^ '^ s s^a"

tea (L = +1) has zero energy, and the second (Ь = -1) has

energy .

I t ie evident, that the contribution of the state L = +1

into the propagator corresponds to /CoZ "goldstone" pole.

Bow we should understand why i s this polo absent in diagonal

correletors. The геавоп is though somewhat unusual tr ivial,

Let VM write the spectral representation:

(4.14)

<. к



I t is evident, that the pcle £f и « 0 i s absent in the real

part, as the residue is proportional to £f k , bat i t occurs

in the image part. For diagonal correlator i=j and

= О so there is no Vf. I term. In the

off-diagonal correlator there is a contribution like

I t can be proved by simple calculation, that

and after the substitution of eq« (4.15) into eq. (4»14) one

obtaines (4.8).

This derivation may seem strange, as we prove the impossi-

// •>

bil i ty of the pole term / U J Л occurence in the diagonal

correlators. Indeed this i s correct, but only for systems with

discrete spectrum (the charged particle in magnetic field obeys

this assumption)» If i t i s not so, the pole / ^ ^ сав

appear, as i t does in the case of the tree theory with H ~ 0.

The Hamiltonian ^C ~ д ^i + x " ^ 8 n d * h e spectral re-presentation for diagonal correlator J>

' The relevant normalized wave function are: / a
 0
> ~ J M, la"
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She pole /Co2- appearance i s connected With the singular

behaviour of jnatrix eleuent <^°Mi | P ^ ~ ^ ^ P ^ in the case

of continuum spectrum.

Bo, the form of propagator (4.2) in the model (4.1) leads

to conclusion» that the spectrum of (4-.1) should look like a

discrete one» even for field which depend on space coordinates.

Of course, in reality, there i s net discrete spectrum, but some

selection rules for the matrix elements in model (4.1) arise,

as we shall see i s the next sections.

5. The origin of soft modes - 2+1 photodroamics without

constraints

We begin the consideration of 2+1 photodynamics (4.1) with

the choice of physical gauge Л 0 ~ 0. The propagator in this

gauge i s directly connected with the Hamiltonlan spectrum end

has the form

(the three-momontu» i s decomposed into the energy CJ and

two-moaentutt f* ) .

foe Basil tonian in thics gauge i s

f/rflh- ф№ (*

Canonical aomebta 3^' * ~» /T* ,̂,* "^^ fields Л i

•re parasatriKed by the two-vector pt- • So the syatem states
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labeled by tiro sets of parameters L(p), B(p) and havw the

fen»

«.» I > -

Vacuum (tits ground state) can be taken as

= Л
Bote, tbat becaus* of terra |>\#Д f^JI,2 *** f| ft,'

?5 * *^e e ^ 8 ^ i e s «itb 2>(O ^ 0 do not henre zero energy

ao». "states with different noaenta

(П

are orthonorral to each other. In fact tbia i s equlvalest to

aeaenta conserratiost tite eigenfunctlone at Saniltonlan caa be

siaultaaeoosly the eigenftmctioae of moaenta».

Let us choose, for example, the sector with р г а О and

any P4 , this does not restrict tbe generality of conslde-

tation for one-particle states due to rotational syometry 0(2).

Xheas

(5-6)

In eq. (5.6) we can not divide variables £ , < / * ( Jf s

e 2.^,^4 * с#д,с S s / i i V ) and the results obtained in

eect.4 are not directly applicable.. The fonanlas in coordinates

tf f appear rather coaplicated. for the sake of si«pli-
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city we choose the new basis, wfeere one can divide Â  sad A.2»

however the quasiclaasical liaut i s not so s i ^ l e in this ease.

Applying "quasigeuge" transformation, £/ r ^p / t tfjf,^)

(this kind of transformation was discussed in the previous

section) en tiie wave functions one can rewrite eq« (5*6) ae

(5.Я

Sow 3", - - i /oJ?i i s ©observed as (5.7) doeaa*t depend

on A .̂ Shen we obtain the osclXstor with the center at \A^ =

in the basis where Handltpnien 9€. and T^ are diagonal.

Site spectra» i e

Ve dtall amalfer the «nergar of states the vaetmm energy
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в spectrum В ( Рд. , 0 ) i s continuous, because JT« /*л )

any real number*

2?he wave functions are*

the case of

5 12) ( i > Н Д Г '

ire TV l e expressed over the Hermit piljuoiist

snetants. We shall use the generating fur-ticn for Hernlt po-

rnoae

^ „ . o

i calculations of the matrix eleaents.

In the basis ( •Jr4 •> ̂  ) we bs** the degeneracy in

xergy when P i 3 Рг = О , which аеапэ t ie freedom la tte

>article f3" position along the Â  directions We choose the

icuum state so, that 3Ti (ft -1% " О ) г О , besides al l

Лег JT±( f>) - О a n d ] » t a c С p ) = О (эее (5.Ю))
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= п гсг;

(see (5.12) «Ltn JTj, f £ j = £9 >.

Let ue coyote the transition Matrix eleoe&ta using (5.42)-

Ve «hell Uenote the vacuum etate &g /о, О ̂ >

/v

Taklxig the integral over ь¥^ , we get:

She reaalalag Integrals over Â  are formally reduced to

&(3ll ) аь.4 g ^Jfi ) » but as we are irsteresting in

th* product at «atrix ele«ent»
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(5.18) fdjf.IO^lA / ^ Х

which formally contain £ bC^i)! etc., it is ноге convenient

to open the singular terms otherwise. Let us consider the

following expressions»

«•«> «

v и, ч'пы') * r

(5.21)

Here J ^ ^ i _ i s the volmne of "Â  f ield's space* and

i s canceled in (5.18) by the wave functions normalization.

Eq. (5.19) i s evidently connected with the <^-*2^v2^

calculation, eq. (5.20) - with ^k^k^y *&& eq. (5.21) -

ч̂ А̂ А,, )> . Let as consider £ A 2 * 2 ^ iov

to compute the expression (see (4.14)) .
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(5.22) ША

To do this те use eq. (5.10), (5.15)» (5-16) end (5.19). Eq.

(5«19) implies that only terms with ЗГ^_ = О can contribute to

(5.22). 0» the other hand, taking JJ\ = 0 in (5.16) one ob-

serves that only transitions to the states with R=1 are essen-

t ia l . For JTj e 0» ^ 2 ~ JTJL
 r О and thus eq. (5.16) i s

linear i s t , so the only nonvanishing term in (5.15) bas

Ж*1 . thus eq. (5.22) i s reuaced to a single terms

The abaence of a pole with CO к О i s explained by the

transition amplitude of the f ield i 2 from vacuum to the

state with H=0. This amplitude (see (5.16)) i s proportional to

JT« $ C^i )« It шау веет., that JTj ь( ^ i ) = Obut this i s true

only when one integrates JT* § С JTi ) with the smooth functions.

ТЫ» i e the case, when we consider j/^°>-^i/ ^г l°'°*>l d J?±

end the "rule" 3T"i 2 Си± ) = О forbids al l transitions with

The normalized wave functions necessary for calculations are:
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changing ^K~±_ • But in the case of correlator <

things are different. We have the product Cjf %

, £'VJJ- ^ ̂  О and there are Ao transitions that change

so the contribution of ths 2f=0 states arises.

For computation of sums

J

(5.25) -
1

v;e use с43» (5.10), (?,16), (5-17) and (5.20), As i t is only

(5.20) that contains i , i t ia evident that (5.24) equals to zero.

Also vie sec fron (5.20), that only terms proportional to ^Tl

are essential. By comparing eqs. (5«1':i) e&& (5.17) ons observes

that such terms con ai'ise only from transitions to states Jf=O, 1.

In the first co:?e (the zero order in t) the matrix elements

for Â  эпй Л2 proportional to ± -+ 0 ( -X^) and JTj-tofjr/)

соггссропсИгщ1у, In tTi.o occend case (the first order on t) the

situation is opps.iito: vh3 corresponding r".tri--: eleacnt are pro-

porti.onal to Jfi + О f-HVO and j + 0 (Ж,1 ) • Aa con-

cerns tlw tremutions to If > 1 , th-эу contain Xj_ in higher

orders ond do not contribute to the one-particle correlators

ия'Дог consideration.

In tht fornulfl (5.25) there are only tr.vo nonzero terms:
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Щ to во» «в did not use the continuity of spectrum (5.Ю), as

the continuous epeetrua ia quadratic in 37J t while the co-

rrelators we dealt with «ere no sensitive to the T~± depen-

dence at all» In the ease of <f А^Ц ̂ > It is no longer во,

eg». (5*W)
y
 (5.17) «ad (5*21) ox» 6****

(5.27)

/afar, f

=faz **(*
i . e . onlj states with ffaO, 1 contribute to (5»27). But now,

«ince (5*21), we na-ve to work with 3l~^ terea. It follows

fro» (5.1?) tbat <Цпл1 4х\о,*> ~ Хг" (l+ ° С *

.*t\<fii\o,0>\1 ^ Л*" (l+O(*j1)) .«bus we need

I • 0,1 . «hen IVi we car put JTj « 0 ia X(]ffsit J^ )

and obtain the following contribution to (5.27)

Eowever» for ff«0 states which contribute to eq. (5.2?), i t

i s necessary to take the continuity of spectrue into account

(see «he previous section). Indeed, using the tarn ~ ЭГ±

i» £"(*, *l)Tj у д г Л г one obtains

(5.29)

(5.29) and (5.29) we gets
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(5.30-

The taree formulas (5*23)* (5*26) and (5*30) reproduce the

propagator (5»1)»

The aim of these calculations was to understand the origin

of the two poles in propagator {5*1) and to get information

about the states of the theory. We recognized that the theory

with WZT occupies as "intermediate place" between massleas

and massive theories. It is known, that the mass tera Jf^ is

analogous to oscillator potential in quantum mechanics, but WZT

is analogous to magnetic field, i,e. it makes hard only one

degree of freedom and allows soft, massless models to exist.

Here we considered the theory without constraints* i.e.

we treated the fields A^ and k^ as independent ones. In the

3d gauge theory there is or\y one degree cf freedom and in our

case this is massive component of course. The absence of Base-

less mode in physical spectrum is evident from the form of

propagator (5»1), which has Lorentz^noninvariant for» ( /*-*

but not /и>
г
- И»

2
- )* This means that only зове of the

considered states are physical.

However, by switching on external sources ' one can

excite unpropagating degree of freedom (for example, the usual

Coulomb interaction in 4d QBD).

' Of course these sources should be transverse in order to

preserve the gauge invariance.
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Interaction of sources can contain soft, Baseless mode. The

corresponding "Coulomb pole" i s naturally andisperslu^al. In

ttae next section we consider the correct Hamiltonien quanti-

zation of 2+1 QFD and ascertain that such a pole does really

exist and leads to the long distance effects in the interaction

of sources*

Sftflt •

Lagreogian of abelian 2+1 gauge theory

leads to the following equations of aotion

the Identity 3" {r A "*л H fr«* (/•" = 3" ($•* r H$r*k ^v)
i t i s easy to rewrite (6.2) in equivalent forms

(6.3) rVx "+ ̂  C > ^ = ^/-"A ^u-

le oan get rid of Cu by toe gauge transforaatlon
дг

\6#4) VJ (l* 7 * ^ l/̂ w " ^ ' *^ * /

where integral J S^ ^^oL does not depend on the path of

integration since 6̂ /uv> c^ £V S О • И"»» for «>У



solution of eq. (6.3) the gauge-equivalent eolation of equation

(6.5) F ^ H £ i Jx

exists . I t iMnediately follows from (6.5) that 'd^J^- О .

Bquatitm (6,5) reaeaiblea duality equation, as I t i s the

first order. But aa distinct from non-abelian theories, here

al l t5» solutions of eq. (6*2) are determined by the solution

of (6.5) up to gauge tranaforaatlone ' .

Multiplying eq. (6.2) by Jl h , one can see that Lagran-

gian (6.1) i s equal to full derivative on equations of notions;

So for fields falling fast enough at infinity, or for theory

in closed space the action vanishes on the classical solutions.

This property i s specific for 2+1 QFD and i s unvalid for

other theories with WZT (even obtain), but i t i s analogous to

similar property of usual pttotodynaad.cs, where on equations of

motion oL T u ~ 0 , the action i s also equal to a full

derivative» F J~ - 2^(1%,^)- 2 Jlv 3 r F^ .

The plane-wave solutions of (6.5) are

Hote, that this i s correct for any theories with sysMtrlc
connection, in particular for Einsteinian (vlthoot torsion)
(super)gravity.
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where co* = И , Н - Н -t f

She field (6.7) Is transversals

(6.8) ^Jj - p. Jj. =• Q

Pay attention to the iaagine units i in (6.7). They aean

t h a t r e a l s o l u t i o n s Л'(i = fa Лл and J / ( 2 ' = %}*. J? *

hove the phase shift between different fields coaponente, i . e .

the "polarization plane" i s rotating. In the limit /̂  2 ~* °>

p î<: p this plaae shift tends to ^/^ , what i s

evident from the sections 4.5: in this limit the classical mo-

veaent i s the moveaent along the circle in the 1^2 P l a a e «

Let us deri'te now the fornilas of Bamirtonian quantization

of the theory (6.1) with the external sources Л, J*f+ , where

Xbe canonical aeaenta are

fhe constraint equations - the sero component of sq. (6.2) do

not depend on tiaei

Ям 3aailtonlaa density equals»
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- А

^ -

The first two Hamilton equations arei

C6.12)

Otber equations coincide with (6.2) aad (6.9)

• ? ^ " ^

Further we shall follow the standard line of reaeoningt

and using gauge invariance we eliminate one component of field

A, then applying (6.10) express one of JT
c
 through another

one and fields A, aad at last using (6.9) we can eliminate one

else component of A. 80 we have 2 - 1 = 1 jsoaentua X" and

5 - 2 = 1 component of field A, i.e. one degree of freedom.

Por example, we can work in the gauge
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(6.14) Я-Л-*О;

Then, from (6.15) О - Э с Л - ^ Ж, • ЭД4> ^ W * ь у

By comparison of this equation with. (6.10) one obtains:

thus

(6.16) J o = г

or 'toe ffiofflentum representation!

The constraint equation in this representation reads as:

It Is convenient to handle transverse and longitudinal coo-

рою».. J;' Ji"*A\ R-^/'O; J/^/'O.

It follows fro« eq. (6.14) that J?
t
- = 0 ( p. j^- = 0). The

the HasLltonlan density takes the forst
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(6.20)

The last term describee the Coulomb interaction of sources. Bsiag

the condition Q /̂ a 0 one can rewrite ^/fc*• in the fora

VJ / /(^j 2. , because co
#
 ̂

 r
 P- J- • ̂ bJLs ambiguity ixi the

form of the Coulomb term aeane that there are not singularities

in physical quantities (e.g., in cross sections) due to it «hen

P ~-» о or со —> О «

It is worth noting, that applying the "cL -~J = 0 condition

one can see the msssless pole to be tmphysical directly in the

propagator (4.2). Let us write

Plrst of .11 £ „ P,7/^) Х М * 0 . because J (f)
 4
 Ц.М

Using P
M
3 s 0 ««• (6.21) can be rewritten as follows!

Substituting J r: ̂  ^ A J i»*<> •«• (6.22), we obtain

this i s the propagator (5.1)«
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7 7
Then represent J j - J^

takes the form

(6.24) ~ r ~ m

If P / 0 , then the "pole"

"7 "7 ̂  -f "
j in this terms eq. (6.23)

can be rewritten as:

where we use J

The crossed interaction of currents J J i s connected

with the term - l H^J^__? ° in eq. (6.20), as ^ х ^

ъ "3 -^—= . . Let us note also, that the term in Ha-

miltonian density (6.20) linear in current implies the non-zero

vacuum average current ^~ ~р/ ~ 6MWA ^ v/ Л in the

non-vanishing field F" v Л 4 0.

Before concluding the consideration of 2+1 ОТО we would

like to underline once more some unusual properties of this

theory.

There i s a massive photon, but gauge invariance i s preserved.

This i s analogous to the situation in 14-1 massless Q&D (Schwin-

ger model), where Tensions generate the gauge invariant photon

ease term» Q г (j? А ) 2

г -eZf(it- • 4[J )j\k I • However, on the

contrary to Schwinger model, the WZT in 2+1 QFD doesn't lead

to dieappearence of constraint equation and thus the number of

degree of freedom i s less than ns4ve by one, not by two, i . e .

there i s one degree of freedom in 3d despite the photon

acquires Base. On the other hand the VZT: in "softer" than the

mass tern* and leads to undispersional soft modes in the exter-
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юигсеа correlators, This means, in particular, that there

.ong-distance Coulonb-lifce forces despite the physical

> (photon) le oaseive.
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Section 7. Renormlnvnriance of Y/ZT,

In this ."«otion v/e study the quention of the V'nBS-Zumino

terms renonrdnvai-ionce.Till now Ihi.i subject had only been di.a-

cusoed in connection with the two-dimensional si^nn-n'ode' /?.,

The most obviuon argument in fnvuur of rcnoi'rr'Lnvariance

of V/2T is the topcloGical one. Tt ir.plless the possibility to

specify R cl&nc of ro called weak sirtuiar (гиге tr^nSforrati-

onn* ' that effect discrete C'IR/V^M of V,V,T, With the theory

being conflidorod invariant unJfir such tra'isforn-etinr.n, the EC-

tion munt o.hrmcc under the;;i by integer r.4lti;>le of 2 T , ( J t is

e situation ir. chirn] п;о'!с1я d.i.iTc-ra ;'>oe.t3y from tlir.t i?i

gauge theorlfo undo г couc'idftrr1ticT>.t'.if'."-irtunp.tcly v:n htve no

opportunity to d.incuso this nir.ttor hero,

'They have already been discussed ir. Section 2.V."hnt ±s xcjnt

i s orcLinai'y "instnnton-liice" t.rrr.3forrT.tj nnr.v.'hich distir^uirh

different field3 cl^nsci in the definition of 0 -vacuum,i.e.

transformations falling Blow] у (v.'e?]-:ly) nt i.r.i?i.n\'*;y,i!O that

their integral over largo sphere doen nnt vaninh <vith iticrsi-

sing racliu3, T t io appropriate to rbnand thr.t V/ZT dcpon-''з ron-

tinuosly on fxel us and ccn e.quire pny !n:.-:0.rio:i7. vnlvos.I'ov/e-

ver i t i s not charged under noncin^nlnr gr.u"« tr.'mnfcrT.r.tiorsfi,

whiD e i t undergoes alterntion under v-ьск ciii&ulc.v onea by a

nultiple of an integer, AS regards topolo£ic?*l ohar^C3,it ao-

iuircs only discrete cot of values e.rA ±a invarip.rjt utidor any;

l̂ aufje transformations.Therefore topologicnl charge (the coef-

ficient before i t in the efecctive Tr>î rrnj;"ian) can be ronorr-.G-

2i?.ed and indeed has a cotitin'ior.s dcpcndei-.co on the cut-off If

nonrjorturbntivo effects (instnntenn) are taken int.о account t
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worth reminding that the imaginary unit stands before WZT in

the exponential both in Minkowsky and Euclid») Thus the coef-

ficient before WZT must necessarily be discrete and can not

change in the perturbation theory with change of cut-off.

Of course,the topological argument is none but allusion.

Firstly it is not clear why and how the renormalieation (a lo-

cal phenomenon) knor/s about the properties and the veiry exis-

tence of weak singular transfornations (which are global)«Яе-

condly, the topological argument can not be understood when

applied to ebelian (and some nonabelian) theories. In these

theories WZT does not change at all under the weak singular

transformations.The whole situation ressembles the story abo-

ut the ordinary axial enorcaly

We say thet it is clear from topology -why the coefficient с

is renorminveriant: Integrating eq, (7.1) over j d^x we re-»

ceive on the l.h.s, the integer index of the Dirac operator,

while on the r.h,s. - the integer topological charge. However

the both integers are zero for abelian theory end in this

sense there is no statement at all. '

Fortunately an extremely simple proof of the WZT renorro-

invarience exists.It is valid at least for any theory with

good enough infrared behaviour,viz. diagramms that give cor-

rections to WZT should give local answers. This is indeed the

j 'Hote also that the U(1)-theory can in no sense be regarded

'as analytical continuation of U(N)-theories to П*1 (this is

not surprising, since 0(N) is not even seraisimple).Perhaps it

ia more reasonable to consider U(1)»SO(2) to be analytical

continuation of SO(H) to ff=2 (or S0(2N) to H»1).
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сазе for gauge WZT since the number of fields in WZT is less

than the space-time dimension. The statement is probably in-

correct for chiral models. Note also thet the background fi-

eld method often (and this is so in the curved background of

(super)cravity) prowides a noturel infrared cut-off (which

may and do, however, contain derivatives of background fields,

and this is why the special remark on locality of possible

counterterms was required).

Let us proceed to the proof. It is based on the back-

ground field method and relies on the fact (modulo locality

check) that all the quantum induced counterterms in this

method explicitly posjesa all the symmetries of Lagrengian,

including the one that changes the WZT by a full derivative

(WZT thus being implicitly invariant). In sigma-modela the

role of this symmetry is played by chirel invariance, while

in gauge theories - by the gauge one.

To give more details assume field AA, to be the sum of

background Л » end quantum a fields: A » Jj + a., »

Taking an average over quantum fields fluctuations, one ob-

tains the effective Lagrangian for background fields.Inclu-

sion of different quantity of fluctuations - the change of t

the cut-off point - makes it possible to follow the evoluti-

on of coupling conetents in the effective Lagrnngian. If the

quantum fields Lagrangian contains background fields only

in explicitly gauge invariant combinations of 7 -1
т
Л-^Я.,

1
 "': ' . f f " * T

'We limit the discussion to the abelian case.All the state-

ments of this Section are absolutely universal end valid for

any
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. then no counterterms containing "bare" Л
 н
 can not arise

j
«ben Integration over л

т
 ie done. In other words ooxmter-

terms like WZ2? are forbidden, WZT does not renormalise*

Why does the Quantum Lagrangian oontals f
ftb/

 only.

For instance,oonslder a cubic WZT In 5d:

Then a elngle "dangerous"- term In the Lagrang'an of quantum

fields erlste,being

(7<2) ^€ ̂ ^ S ^ Я( ̂J ̂  «f Л
Thle ie the only term containing the field <Лг not included

ia 7~ • Hot"e,howeTer, that within the perturbation theory

qnantum fields fall rapidly at infinity and one may integrate

by parts» Thle transform* eq,(7.2) into

(7.3) -

(Рву attention to significance of the £ -tensor,which is

here due to the Wess-Zumino nature of thle term.)

In the next Section we shall deal with the d»11 Super»

Gravity, An U(1)-gauge antisymmetric 3-renk tensor field

L t,v x exists in this theory, and А _ д enters a Wesa-

-2ищ1по term

where

(7.5)

In eq.(7!>5) we ueed the possibility to substitute ordinary

derivatives for ooreriant ones under the antieymmetriBation

{sign in the case of eurlless connection (Einstein's gravity)
в
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Let ив prove now that (7.4) is lenormiinrariant. The on-

ly terra of the quantum Lagranglan which raises suspicion

ia like (7.2) and the doubts disappear just ae in eq,(7,3):

(7.6) -* ,£

I

Let us show also what happens with eq«(7e6) if covari

ant derivatiTea are not imraedeately substituted by ordinary

oneet

-

The second, term contains the curvature tensor

and vanishes due to the Bianchl identity for R, e.g.

In the following Section we conclude from th« non-re-

norminvariance of the WZT (7.4) that on the whole the d*11

SuperGravity ie renorminvariant, since ell the terras of its

bagrangian are linked by eupersymmetry, which fixes all mu-

tual coefficients before them»
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Section 8. Absense of the $ -function - like renormalizati-

on in eleven-dimensional eupergravity*

Einsteinic d«11 Supergravity was formulated in 1978 by

Crenmer,Julia end Sherk /5/* This theory in 11d possesses the

B«1 local supereymmetry and the U(1) gauge invarianee com-

muting with each other* After dimensional reduction to

the four-dim, world the theory may aoqtctr* (in the case of

compactification on a flat torus (S )') U»8 local supersym-

metry and S0(7) invariance,, whioh is likely to be dynami-

cally enlarged up to U(8) gauge times E(7) global inva-

rienoe /16/. These symmetries may be broken spontaneously in

the process of reduction, thus giving room for realistic Ka-

luza-Klein theories to be built up
s
 The choice of 11-dim,

space in this approach can be aocounted for by the impossi-

bility to obtain SU(3) x SU(2) x tf(J) group in Kaluse-

-Klein theories with less-than-sevea-dimensional internal

space /17/ on the one hand, and by the require-

ment of higher-than-two spin fields to be absent /18/ on the

other hand, The second of these requirements forbids U>8

supsraymmetries,and the тттЧтаяТ acceptable N^8 one be-

comes Я*1 in 10d and can not be raised above 11d. Although

these arguments in favour of 11d do not seem very impressi-

ve, th«£ they lead one to a theory of 11d eupergravity.that

is nice indeed, especially is comparison vbUt any other known

| model including many fourdimensional matter fielda*.
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Ih» contents of physical (i.e. en mass shell) fields of

the d»11 theory is defined on aupersymmetry grounds,

11 x It elfbein e? (j»,m - 1 • 11) ha* 44 component»

oa the ness shell, since rd(d-3) *• 44 for d»11 (and * 2

for d-4). In this formula |d(d+1) is inserted iaaiwsd

ot d beeause of the SO(d) gauge inrariance w*r. to rotati-

on of the elfbein in the ooeet spaoe. This corresponds to the

fact that only metric g_, • •?•" Здд» which is a symmetric

matrix» contains physical degrees of freedom. But g _* has

yet nonphyslcal pieces connected with generally oovarlant

transformations and connection conditions. The latter

arise of the absense of %**, в *» *
n
« Einstein-Hilbert ac-

tion. These two reasons explain the subtraction of yet

d + d - 2d unphysical components from the metric. Thus

|d(d+1) - 24 - |d(d-3).

Permionio degrees of freedom are inoluded into the grari-

tino field Y * С a - 1 • 32; J» - 1 • 11 ). In d-1t,like

in d«1O, % -matrices are of the order 2
5
 x 2

5
 ( 2

 4 / 2

for d * it ), i»e. eaoh \J^ is a 32-component apinor,
V*

subjected to the Majorana condition (note that there are no

Weyl epinors in odd dimensions, the product of all Y

oea is equal to one, no analogue ot у exists). This 32-

-coaqjcnent epinor reduces in process of compactification to

eight 4-eoffiponent ones, their spatial components (Мш 1*4)

being eight grarltinos of Я-8 4d supergravity» The total

Lumber of fermioaie states is equal to 128, 128 » 1 г
 d/2

(d-3

jfor d»11. Eaoh llajorana feradon state is characterized by a

' d/2

two-component spinor.thie is tne origin of 1/2 before 2
 v
 ,
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The (d-3) factor ie related to the vector index A* • IJaively

it takes d values. "3
n
 is an immedeete analogue of the

three substractions in the formula

d
2
 - !d(d~1) - d - d - ~d(d~3)

2 2

for elfbeins
e
 SO(d)-invariance enables one to specify the

gauge, V (V = 0 being conventional and convenient con-

dition. Also the general coveriance and the connection

conditipn (this is due to the lack of Ц*
 п л
 in the Lagran-

gian and has a form of «L V^
 e
 i*

1
 *be already specified

gauge) require two extra subtractions. This is the origin of

(d-3)» In enother possible language Э-, V C * * 0 and

У V * 0 correspond to exclusion o? 1/2 - soine from

the 3/2 - spin field V l
a
» However this is rather a 4d

than a consistent 11d argument.Also the general coordinate

transformations should again be excluded in addition to the-

se two conditions»

The remainder 128 - 44 * 34 bosonie degrees of freedom

can be described by the antisymmetric U(1)~ss.uge field А д

A is transversal fthe connection condition). Tog-ether with

gauge invariance this leads to ( , j» S4 physicel states

( 9 - d-2, d-11 ). It is clear that (; - \'
r
 \, end it слп se-

ей that A
 v>k

 nay be replaced by A „
kct
.^ - the U(1)-gcu-

&e antisyninetric rank-б tensor field. However, the lack: of

WZT in this case makes it impossible to develop a self-con-

'eistent theory with such a field /18/ (see the discusnion of

below). Ая to the theory with 84 scalars instead of a

single antisymmetric field, it ia not only disastrous but al-
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во dos9 not give . 4<J antisymmetric fields, which ar«

necessary for ft«8 aupergravity.

The symmetry of the field A
 v
 ie not pertinent to the lo-

eel Lorentz group, being an additional U(1) gauge imrariance

Elfbein and gravitino have nothing to do with this U(1) and

ere not affected by the corresponding generator. Therefore

there is no gauge coupling of Л to Ц^ - the terms like y/| <,

in Lsgrangian would be gauge non-invariant, However.it is

clear that grevitino should interact with the gauge field

which carries enorgy and interacts with graviton. The simp-

lest possible coupling is Ц^ Р Y^, Here

is curl of the field A, invariant under the D(1)-g;roup trans-

formations, which operate on A itself according to the rule

i)ue to the same reason, i.e
e
 the U(1) invariance of gra-

vitino, only F can transform into it, not A, when supersym-

metry treneformations ere done:

(8.3) %*Y ~ P.

In turn,

(8.4) ŝ ?^9y".

P not being pn independent field, o«F ~ Ц^ is impossi-

ble» The law of P transformation ie defined by that of A,

(8.5) S,A~

and thus (8,4) unavoidably contains the "У derivative.
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The terms like If'F ^ in the Lagrangian can transform

ander supersyimetry action into expressions,quadratic in P:

i 2 2

Y ? i These Ц^ Р should somehow be cancelled because the

action is euperinvariont. Two possibilities arise. TheU^ P

terms which appeared in this way (there are several such terms

in a real theory) can cancell within themselves. This happens

in some theories (and enables then to exist), e
e
g. in the H=*2

4d Supergravity,which combines {?, 3/2) and (3/2, 1) multi-

plets of the K»1 theory/18/. In case the cancellation does

not occur, the theory is to be abandonned, Ъесаизе it can not

be made superaymmetric» The thing is that whenever Lagrangian

contains the fields P (but not A), the only passible elter-

2 "\

native sources of Ч> F are terms like F . However

(8.6) V
a
 P ^ P

2
? f

2 2

and P Y' can not arise from these terms. Рог F У to ap-

pear, PPA instead of F is required:

(8Л) $*„ FPA ~ IT У + 2РА Э V .

Unfortunately introduction of A (instead of P) into Lagran-

gian is forbidden by the U(1) gauge invariance. The only way

out is to make ttae of the Wess-Zumino tern. This is the second

possibility mentioned above. Of course not only WZT €z FPA it-

self is gauge invariant, but its supersyiraietric variation аз

well: there is a doubtfidl terra €. PA "ЭК in eq.(8.7),equal to

( -£ FFy) after intefiration by parts. Therefore we consider

the eppearence of eubio W2I in supergr.."vity theories contai-

ning additional (non-jp^vitotional) gauge fields quite natu-

ral, end boleive that any time such tornui are possible they do
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really occur,thus enlarging the number of possible supergrari-

ty theories* Рог instance, thie remark ooncerne the 5d

eupergrerity unified with electromegnetiam (gauge field being

A and WZT, if abellan, being €j.yit
?cLe *y£ A t ) and a 8d

theory, containing aatlsymmetrioal gauge tensor field A of

rank 2.

Retarn now to the 11d eupergravity. Its action has the

fora ^'JV'xf-f-

••АЛ?

with

. : g Q^u *• * n* о г й ^пвТ epln-connection ten-

BOT, Bp is dimeneional constant, whloh we call the Planck

mass (though it differs from 10 °GeV in the seventh power

ot conrpactification radios).

She action is invariantYxSe following transformations

the abeenee of metric determinant e- J-g' in front

jfZT. Such a factor would be inoonsletent with the U(1)-invari

janoe of the W2T.
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Iй

which correspond to supersymmetry and under abellan transfor-

mation (8*2) of antieymmetrlcal fields.

GO and У are supercovariant expreasionfl, i.e. they

are transformed without 3 £ -containing terms under (8.9).

Here Is our statement:

IX the perturbation theory preserving symmetries (8»2) and

(6.9) does exLat, the theory (8.8) la renorminvariant. This is

obviuos, because transformations (8.9) unambigously fix the

action (8.8) up to the total multiplyer that can not vary be-

cause of the ffess-Zumino term renorminvariance» Of course

this argumentation can not forbid superaymmetric counterterme

different from the action (8.8) to arise (provided they do

not contain Wess-2uraino terms). It is known, however,

that no such counterterms exist up to seven loops at least/19Л

Conclusion that the theory (8.8) is finite is not surprising,

since it is known to have no one-loop corrections /20/'. Be-

sides, anomaly cancellation has been shown to take place /21/.

It is worthwile to remind the original Stelle's /22/ argu-

ment in favor of finite pattern of the 5«4- euperaymmetry.

fc
T'Stelle i s known to have been right /23/.
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In his свае ths 3-4 SUSY fixed the form of action up to

a -total multiplyer (and, probably, to other types of eounter-

terms different from the original action), while invariance

of this multlplyer тая connected with the presence of chiral

vertices like S-
5
 eto.in the action whioh are certain not to

ranormalize /24/ if at leaet а Я»1 auperfield formulation of

the theory exiete«

The first part of our argumentation ia identical to Stel-

le*s reasoning: supersyzametry (local this time) "holds" mutu-

al coeffloients of various terms in the Lagrangian, As to the

eaeoad part, we beleive another non-renormalisation theorem

exists, being based not on the supersymmetry (more exactly,

not on the superfield formalism), but on a quite different

principle, stating renorminvariance of WZT.

We are gratefull to B.L.Ioff« for discussion» that sti-

mulated our interest la the abore problems.** are indebted

to V.G.KruUanik, V
#
AJfovikoT, L.B.Okmx, A.A.Roely, M^»Shlf

и в , K.A.TexwMfcrtiroeyan, A.I.Valnehtein, M*B.Voloshin and

T«I«Z«kharor tor helpfoll diecuesione.
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